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	A branch of the Thornycraft family (or Thorn*cr*ft, to use the nomenclature of the web site devoted to this variably-rendered surname) lived in Oyster Bay Township, Long Island, New York, from the middle of the 17th century until at least the early 19th century. By the early 18th century, many Thornycrafts had become Crafts (or perhaps Thornes) and the name seems to have disappeared from the area during the course of the 19th century. [The index to the Oyster Bay Town Records cites “THORNYCRAFT (later Craft)” and “CRAFT (formerly Thornycraft, which see).”]

	The Long Island Thornycraft GEDCOM is primarily a record of Thomas Thorneycraft (1) of Warwick, Rhode Island, his wife, and seven generations of their descendants. It also includes (where known) the spouses of these descendants and a few spouse-parents but does not include the children of female Thornycrafts. The parenthetical number following a name places the name’s owner in one of the eight Thornycraft generations, except for four individuals whose generations could not be determined.

	In addition to Thomas (1), his wife, and their known descendants, the database includes Peter Thornycroft (5) and his descendants, together with three others (Ann Thorneycraft and Oliver and Simon Thornicraft) whose ancestry is unknown. Peter (5), Ann, Oliver, and Simon were probably but not certainly descended from Thomas (1). [Note: Oliver Thornicraft may have been the same person as Oliver Thorneycraft (7) and Simon Thornicraft may have been Simon Craft (7).]

Thomas Thorneycraft (1) was probably born in England and probably emigrated to the Massachusetts Bay Colony. He was recorded as an inhabitant of Warwick on 5 June 1648 and he is said to have died in 1659 at Maspeth Kills (Newtown), on the eastern end of Long Island.

As an inhabitant of Warwick, Thomas (1) was very likely a follower of Samuel Gorton. If so, he may have participated in some portion of Gorton’s odyssey. Gorton emigrated to America from England in 1637, seeking religious freedom. His unorthodox teachings led to his banishment from Boston and then from Plymouth. In 1639, he joined with Anne Hutchinson (herself banished from Massachusetts) to depose William Coddington from the leadership of the settlement that she and Coddington had founded at Portsmouth, Rhode Island. Hutchinson and Gorton were themselves ousted when Coddington returned to power in 1640. In 1642, Anne Hutchinson moved to Long Island, while Gorton and his followers founded a settlement at Shawomet. After Gorton received the support of the Earl of Warwick, he changed his settlement’s name from Shawomet to Warwick in 1648. Given all this turmoil and religious factionalism, it can be speculated that Thomas (1) was banished from Warwick and moved to Long Island (though not as a follower of Hutchinson, who was killed by Native Americans in 1643).

	Thomas (1) married Jean MNU [Maiden Name Unknown] Thorneycraft (1). They were the parents of William Thorneycraft (2) and are believed to have had a daughter named Mary or Mercy Thorneycraft (2). William (2) came to Musketa Cove (now part of Glen Cove) in Oyster Bay Township in 1675, moving there from Massapequa, on the ocean side of Long Island. He married Hannah Carpenter (2) in 1682 and purchased a one-eighteenth share of West Neck in 1691.

	The Thornycraft impact on Long Island was not extensive in either numbers or time. As noted above, by the middle of the 18th century most if not all Thornycrafts had become Crafts (some may have become Thornes or Thorns). The database contains every Long Island Thornycraft that I’ve been able to identify. It includes 46 Thorn*cr*fts (plus three Thorn*cr*ft wives, MNU) and nine Crafts, at least three of whom were Thorny Crafts.

	It is possible but unproven that John Thornycraft (4) moved to Westchester County, New York (as did at least one of his sisters and perhaps other relatives). If so, he may well have been the John Thauny (sic) Craft who was on the Dutchess County tax rolls in the 1760s. This John Craft was probably the Loyalist father of John and Reuben Craft, who joined the British forces when the Revolutionary War broke out and emigrated to New Brunswick after it ended. The Thorn*cr*ft name persisted among some of the descendants of the Craft brothers for several generations. Although John (4) is included in the Long Island Thornycraft database, his unknown spouse and putative descendants are not.

	The Thorneycraft database has been compiled from material provided by a number of people whose contributions were far greater than mine. In particular, I want to thank Elaine Olney, Lois Griffiths, and Alice Hyerstay for their research, information, ideas, and suggestions. 

	Like all genealogies, the Long Island Thornycrafts GEDCOM is a living and therefore unfinished document. Please send additions and corrections to the Long Island Thornycraft GEDCOM to HebronAdam@aol.com.



